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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

RUSS:
Sorry - I neglected to do
this one on Friday.
Copies to Kendall and Max
are attached, too.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 27, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE{(,

I spoke with both Victor Fediey (Thurmond)
re the Solzhenitsyn matter.

and~lint

Fuller (Helms)

Neither seemed overly upset over the diplomatic turn-down routine
that I went through. Quite frankly, I get the very distinct impression
that matters may have gone sour on their end. I am confident, therefore, that there will be no adverse political reverberations to the NSC
negative recommendation.
Senator Helms' A. A., Clint Fuller indicated some problems they were
having-Tn reference to Solzhenitsyn' s visits to North Carolina on Tuesday
and Wednesday, and indicated that Solzhenitsyn was cancelling out on
those appearances, which was a source of some concern and irritation to
Senator Helms. The fact that Fuller had indicated to us on Friday not
to continue pushing for the Solzhenitsyn meeting with the President, was
mentioned by phone to Senator Helms on Monday, who disavowed this
action by his aide and stated that it was done without his approval.

cc:

BKendall
MFriedersdorf

Some items in this folder were not digitized because it contains copyrighted
materials. Please contact the Gerald R. Ford Presidential Library for access to
these materials.
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"It's all right to come out now. If you had 1net
him, Brezhnev might have disapproved''
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Wash. Post - 'Thurs., 7/3/75

Joseph Kraf~.

Solzhenitsyn's Message
'Alexander So~henitsyn is a great
literary artist with a supreme feel for
human suffering. Bu.t , as his speech
here in Washington the other day
makes plain, be hails from a culture
backward by American standards, and
be knows little about relations between states.
Americans who harken to his message are at least half-looking for the
sbnple answers of the cold war. What
SOlzhenitsyn's , words really announce
Is that now, as at the time of the first
-Independence Pay, we Americans
have to look chiefly to ourselves for
answers to our _problems.
'Tbe gap between the Solzhenitsyn
vfalon and the American reality was
apparent from his first words to the
large and distinguished audience assembled under the auspices of the
Al"L-CIO. "We are all worker$ in this
room." Mr. Solzherutsyn bega~.
Then he cited his own years as a
bricklayer and smelter in Soviet labor
camps. Subsequently he made a point
of asserting · that Soviet leaders )lad
wiped out the person and the memory
o( the :workers who had headed the
Communist Party when· the revolution began in 1917. On several occa·
~ons he remarked bitf,erly that while
American unions .held aloof from
Russia, "There was an alliance between our Communist leaders and
your capitalists."
The audience laughed at these ref.
erences. But uneasily. Not because
George Meany and his lieutenants
are fatcats. Nor because the audience
had as many captains of industry and
moss-backed politicos as· sons of toll.
The basic fact is that the .middleclass dlaracter of American clviliza.
tlon is so powerfully assertive that it
has en81'08aed· the trade union movement. Deep in their bones, George
Meany and the other labor leaders do
.... not share Solzhenltsyn'a assumption
that bricldayers are morally superior
to brokers. They know very well that
this country Is long past the day when
exploitation of labor by capital was
its principal problem.
The gap became even more proilounced w he n' Mr. Solzhenitsyn
turned to the subject of international
affairs. His starting point is an intense
per&Onal experien~be eXPerience
of the camps. To him eommuni51Tl is
not only a revolutionary Ideology
which enormously complicat~s peace·

tlnlted Preas International

ful £l-ations ·between sovereign states.
To him it is evil incarnate.
•fwe don't even have to have a conveisadon on the political level," he
said."We should rather rise above this
to the moral level."
From that vantage point all contact
between the Western world and the
Communist world is bad. So Mr. Sol·
zhenitsyn scorned American recogni·
tion of Russia in 1933. He attacked the
wartime alliance against the Gennans.
He denounced the Vietnam truce of
1973 . and-by implication, at leastthe final .American withdrawal this
year.
I happen to believe that American
leaders ha\·e frequently let down their
guard in dealing with the Soviet Un·
ion. But the a.pplicatlon of an intense
personal morallty to international relations does not yield ·good pollcles.
Let us assume that Mr. Solzhenitsyn
is right about World War II and Vietnam, As I do not. Even 110, the weak·
ness of 'his view that communism Is an
undifferentiated moral evil is apparent. To accept that view is to forgo
our most ef.fecth·e weapon for dealing
with the Soviet Union. It would mean
that we abandon the weapon of play-

ing off Communist China against Communist Russia and instead continue to
consider them part of a single enemy.
Because Solzhenltsyn's views have
so little to do with practical American
reality, the worshi:p of his presence
seems to me slightly ominous. I detect
more than well-earned homage to a
great artist. I sense a nostalgia for the
simple certitudes of the cold war, a
hankering, particularly on the part
of union leaders, for a time when responsible behavior consisted of taking
a stand against communism.
But that time is over and done. This
country, thanks to the unions in liOme
part, did meet the challenge of the
Communists. That gain can be consolidated only if a. dlf.ferent challenge
is now met. The country faces a
challenge of balancing e c o n om i c
growth with a better life. All of us
have new and difficult adjustments
to make-not least the unions who
have to scale down demands to foster
more solid public institutions and
private businesses. We cannot find
the way by looking backward or to
foreign guides. Even more perhapa
than in 1776, America will have ·-~-
rely on itlelf.
:el 19711. Pleld EnterPrise•. Inc

Wash. Post- Fri., 7/4/75
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Solzhenitsyn 's Politics
LEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN arrived in Washington
A
on the wings of his immense artistic reputation and
his great personal stature as
who has suffered, as
on~

a prisoner and dissenter in his native Russia, for l1is
•beliefs. In his speech before the AFlrCIO, moreover,
the exiled Russian writer offered a critique of detente
~t strikes chords both in those who had expected too
· much from Soviet-American relations in recent years
and in those.. who had expected very little at all. bt his
new role as a direct participant in American political
dialogue, as in llls old role as a Rqssian prophet,· his is
a voice t:hat dem.ands to be heard.
It is in terms of that old role, nonetheless, that he
must still be understood. For ~. Solzhenitsyn is a man
with a single mission: to !bring about the moral regenera·
tion o! the Russian people and their release from what
he regards as the immoral grasp of Communist power.
0

He ~as no partieular interest in, or knowledge of, for·
eign affairs. He has a consuming obsession with the
destiny of his own people. This is precisely why the
Soviet authorities jailed, harassed and finally exiled him.
It is the wellspring of his artistic genius. And it is why
his counsel on foreign policy needs to be listened to
with care.
~~
0

0

A'

The first purpose -<>f American foreign policy, after
all, is to prevent war and enhance the welfare of our
own citizens. Mr. Solzhenitsyn, however, would dedicate
American power to the defeat of Soviet communism. To
him this is a tnatter not of strategic advantage but of
moral necessity. He regards every compromise Washing·
ton has made with Moscow over 40 years-from FDR's
recognition of Russia, to his wartime alliance against
Hitler, to t:he various increments of contemporary detente-as deals· struck with the devil. Their result, he
declares, is to deny the liberation of the Russian people.
The nobility of Mr. Sobhenitsyn's summons is undeni·
able, and his words stand as a deserved rebuke to those
who would read a moral component out of foreign policy
altogether. Fortunately, f-ew citizens in the United States
share either his compulsion against compromise or his
fierce commitment to a Russian renaissance. For these
would involve a cost and peril beyond reckoning. This
is not to say that every American step toward detente
has been a wise and good one. But Americans have
spent the better part of a generation escaping from the
notion that foreign policy should be a moral crusade.
The example of Mr. Solzhenitsyn's personal courage
should not blind us to the dangers of trying to emulate
it on a national scale.
llis host in Washington, AFLCIO President George
Meany, shares the Russian writer's conviction that communism is immoral. He docs so out of his own longstanding belief in what he calls the "first principles of the
labor movement"-the welfare of workers and "fre~om
for all people elsewhere." This meeting of fundamentalist minds is one of the more sobering, not to say exotic,
political matches of our time. But it does not add up to
a prescription for wise policy. Human dignity, as pursued by these two men, is a high moral value. But so is
the a\'Oidance of nuclear war-this is the overarching
goal of detente. There is more room on the mountain
top than 1\fr. Solzhenitsyn and Mr. Meany may be pre·
pared to granl
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Washington Post
Tuesday, July 8, 1975

Helms Scores
Treatment of
s~~;.~
ol

VDilrd Preu !ntrmaUoniJ -

Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N.C.)
charged yesterday that President Ford declined to meet
with dissident Russian author
Alexandct· I. Solzhenitsyn be·
cause White House advisers
warned such a meetht~ would
offend the ~oviet Unloit.
Helms, in a Senate speech,
said 'Mr. l''ord's advisl'ri took
the.poaition, "Oh no, Mr. 'Presif-lent, it might make the Russians mad at us," if he were to
extend an invitation to the c:x·
Ued Soviet writer to visit him
at the White House.
The White House has maintained Mr. For d could not see
.the Nobel Prize winner be! cause ·of
the President's
"crowded schedule." But press
secretary Ron Nessen said yesterday he "thinks it is fair to
say" that a meeting between
Mr. Ford and Solzhenitsyn
would have foreign policy im·
plications.
Helms said, "This country
has come to a sad impasse
when the United States of
America must tremble in timidity and refuse to see a
man dedicated to freedom."
Soh:hcnitsyn delivrred a
speech to I he AFL-CIO leadt>rship In Washington last week
that was highly critical of So- ·
viPt communism and AmeriC'a's detente -policy with flussia.
Mr.
Nessen
mainlaint•rl
Ford'~
bu!'y l!rhedule pl'P·
vented a While Hou!le Invitation, l>ut he added there arP.
usuaUy "a variety or reasons"
Cor such decisions.
Without revealing its recommendations, Nessen also saict
the National Security Council,
headed by Secretary ol Stale
Henry A. Kissinger, had advised the President about seeing Solzhenitsyn.
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JUL 12 1975
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 12, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

MAX FRIEDERSOORF

SUBJECT:

Solzhenitsyn

I am concerned about the Solzhen:i.tsyn issue
on the right wi.nq on the Hill.
·

~its

impact

· "'

One possible solution might be to host a ~tinq,. a luncheon
or some other type of event as soon as possible for Solzhenitsyn,
Nureyev, and Rostropovich.
Both Nureyev and Rostropovich are now appearing in. the Kennedy
Center before sell out crowds nd both are highly publicized
exiles but not nearly as cont vers!al, of course, as Solzhenitsyn.
They are all three artists of
be held as an artistic and in
pol.itical. gatheri.nq.

reAt talent and the meeting could
l~ectual event rathe~ than any
/

I just don't think this issue is going to go away with the
conservatives and, of course, it has adverse impact with the
liberals too.
With all due deference to Dr. Kissinger, I believe that if
detente is so fraqile that it cannot st~nd a meeting with
Solzhenitsyn, ·it will fall on some other account.

--~
/a~~eld

bee:

Chaney
Hartmann
Scowcroft
Nessen

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 14, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

RUSS ROURKE

FROM:

JACK~

I think\a note should be added to the bottom of the
June
something to the effect:

z\

n~mo dated

~1~et;!~~s ef:t!~:16.el

Senator Helms
indicated
some problems they were having in referenc~ wJ
r""d'•·d·
·
' v1s1ts
· · to N orth c aro1·1na, an
S o1z h en1tsyn
1n 1cate d t h at •
Solzhenitsyn was cancelling out sf pl:tumcd i>lu'a Cil1'9liaa pAt}
appearances, which was a source of some concern and
irritation to Senat:~e~ The fact that Fuller had
1
indicated to us on ct
r
not to continue pushing for
the Solzhenits yn meeting with the President, was mentioned
by phone to Senator Helms on Monday, who disavowed
this action by his aide and stated that it was done without
his approval.

'*""

I ant the memo to show that we were advised by the staff to stop
pu ing, this order was based on experiences they were having
wit Solzhenitsyn, that this fact was brought to Helms 1 attention
nday and that Helms repudiated the information that we had

~~ !.-. . MJ+k-e

I

p/r fr:c:t ~
f1

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 30, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE-/(

SUBJECT:

Telephone Conversatio.li\~with Senator
Jesse Helms

Senator Helms expressed great concern over the rejection of the
request for the appointment for Alexander Solzhenits yn. Senator
Helms said that "Solzhenits yn is a Christian, pro-American,
world famous author, who should be paid the common courtesy
of a 3-minute visit with the President. We have Communists
running in-and-out of the White House every day, and we turn our
backs on a man like Solzhenits yn, a symbol to the world. 11
Senator Helms requested a 2-minute telephone call from the
President outlining the reasons for this rejection. It is Helms
feelings that the President would not agree to this decision and
that "it must have been an inaccurate judgment made on his
behalf. If the President cannot or will not call me, I would like
a letter, outlining the reasons for his refusal to see Solzhenits yn.
Solzhenitsyn will be in Washington only today, Monday, June 30.
Telephone Numbers: Office: (919) 755-4630 I 4444
Home: (919) 828-6410

11

I

I
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THE WHITE HOUSE:
WASHING T ON

July 12, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR 'rn::: ?:=u::SIDENT
FROM:·
SL"BJECT:

I am concerned aOoUt the Solzhenjtsyn. issue~ i.ts · impact.
on the. riqh.t .wi.J:al9 on. the. Hi.ll.
·One possib.le· solution m:ic;i:tt:. be. to host a meeting-,.. a . luncheon
or some. other· type. of. event: as soon· as possible. for Solzhenitsyn,
Nureyev, and Rostropovi~· : .
Both Nureyev--and Rostl:opovi.ch are now appearing in. the Kennedy
Center · before· sell aut crowds and both are highly publicized
exil_es but not nearly as . controvers.ial, of course, as Salzhenitsyn~

They are all ~ ar-~sts of great talent and the meeti.ng could
be held as an al::=.stic and intellectual event rathe~ than any
politi~l

I

garbe~~-

j;.!St =on•t t-h-i=S t.his issue is going to go away with the

conse_~tives ~

liberals

oo.

of course, i t has adverse impact with the

Wi t!l all c:~ c:--r-~ce to Dr. lti.ssinger, I believe that if
det-=-n.~ is .so :-::~~e i-hat i t can..."l.ot stand a meeting wit.~
Sol.zhol"!.; tsyn., i.t will faJ.l on some ather account.

bee:

--~·

./a~~eld
Chaney

Hartmann

Scowcroft
Nessen

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

July 7, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKE/(_
1\·~

Helms spoke only briefly about Solzhenitsyn. Specifically, he
indicated that he made a statement on the Floor of the Senate
(July 7) about "the President's refusal to see Solzhenitsyn. 11

INVITATION FOR RECEPTION FOR SOI.ZHENIT~fN WAS EXTENDED
BY THE FOLLOWING SENATORS:
-JACKSON
BID EN
BUMPERS
'CHURCH
GLENN
HUMPHREY
INOUYE
MAGNUSON
MCCLELLAN
PASTORE
RIBICOFF
STEVENSON
STONE
WILLIAMS
CASE·
BROCK
BUCKLEY
HELMS
JAVIT'S
PACKWOOD
"ROTN

,.

SCH\VEIKER

STEVENS
TAFT
WEIC K ER

..~

..

Washington Post - Fri.day, July 11, 1975

w\u
Solzhenitsyn and the President

George F.

The U.S. government may have to
. expel Alexander Solzhenitsyn from
the republic, not only as a handsaoroa-the-barbed-wire gesture of soli·
dlrity with its detente partner, the
Soviet government, but also to save
the President and his attendants
from nervous breakdowns.
This is not the first time Solzhenit·
syn, winner of the Nobel Prize in
literature, has taxed the nerves of
the mighty. Last year Soviet Premier
Leonid Brezhnev, h~ving decided that
be could ·not coJlveniently kill Sol·
zbenitsyn and could not endure the.
sound of his voice, expelled him.
Solzhenitsyn became a nuisance to
· Gerald Ford when AFL-CIO President
George Meany invited Sob:henitsyn
to Washington to give a speech in
which he reiterated his low opinion
of detente, as the U.S. practices it.
He believes this policy reduces the
United States to craven, degrading
reticence about slave labor, concentration camps, and other problems of
human rights in the Soviet Union.
about Solzhenitsyn's mental health
Sol.zbenitsyn is, of course, correct:
has an antic c~arm, but such judgThe U.S. government thinks such
ments were not publicly advanced to
reticence Is "necessary" lest the Sojustify the snub, perhaps because
viet government get angry and. refuse
they would not play in Peoria.
to accept U.S. trade subsidies or enOther aides reportedly noted thatgage tJJ our memorable grain deals.
during his visit to the United States,
But mere truthfulness does not reSolzhenitsyn is promoting the sale of
deem politically inconvenient speech,
his books. They said the President
and Solzhenitsyn carries free speech
should not do anything that might
to inconvenient conclusions.
even indirectly help a commercial
His presence here posed a probpromotion. The White House is selec·
lem: Should Mr. Ford meet with him?
tively fastidious about such things.
In coping with this problem the P.resA few days earlier Mr. Ford met
ldent contrived to confirm Solzhenit·
with the Cotton Queen. A few days
syn's point while snubbing him for
rlter he summoned photographers to
having made 'it
the White House lawn where he
Mr. Ford nervously diagnosed Solkicked
a soccer ball with Brazilian
zhenitsyn's presence here as a forstar Pele, for the benefit of the Amereign policy problem and summoned
ican entrepreneurs who are paying
advice from the National Security
Pele $4.5 million to help promote their
Council, which copes with such
soccer franchises.
threats to the nation's security. He ·
Press Secretary Ron Nessen, keeper
and aides brainstormed about how to
of the presidential image, explained
justify snubbing the man who, out.
that Mr. Ford could not see Solzhe·
side U.S. and Soviet government
nitsyn because of a "crowded schedcircles, is recognized as one of the
ule."
moral heroes of the 20th century.
Nessen added: "For image reasons
According to reports, several aides,
the President does like to have some
showing a flair for baseness that
substance in his meetings. It is not
would have stood them in good stead
clear what he would gain by a meetwith the previous administration,
ing with Solzhenitsyn.••
questioned Solzhenitsyn's mental stability. The idea of American politi·
Nessen may have a point, but if 110
cians rendering negative judgments
It reflects on Mr. Ford's ability to

By Tom WU.on for The Waahlnaton Posl

receive, rather than on Solzhenitsyn's
ability to impart, wisdom. The President's image thus clarified,' like butter, Nessen refrained from adding
the salient point: Brezhnev frowns on
Solzhenitsyn, but not on Pele.
Obviously Mr. Ford decided that
meeting Solzhenitayn would be inconsistent with detente. Obviously
Solzhenitsyn is correct: Detente, as
practiced by the United States, prevents even gestures of support for
the cause of human rights in the
Soviet Union.
Certainly Solzhenitsyn was .not surprised by Mr. Ford's snub. As he said
in his Nobel Lecture:
''The spirit of Munich has by no
means retreated into the past; it was
not a brief episode. I even venture to
say that the spirit of Munich is dominant in the 20th century. The intimidated civilized world has found
nothing to oppose the onslaught of
a suddenly resurgent fang-baring barbarism, except concessions and
smiles."
'
Detente has conferred upon Brezhnev veto power over the appointments
calendar of the President of the
United States. Perhaps Brezhnev, in
the spirit of detente, would refrain
from seeing people offensive to the
U.S. government's moral sensibilities
-if it had any.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON.

June 26, 1975

JACK,
Bill Nicholson has just advised me that NSC
''would not recommend" a Solzhenitsyn meeting
with the President this coming Monday. Apparently,
NSC feels that this would be something of a~insult
to the Soviet Union in that Solzhenitsyn continues to
be a burr under the Soviet saddle. There is no
indication how adamant NSC is in their position.
This matter must, of course, be acted on immediately.
I know you will want to consider the Thurmond/Helms,
et al., reaction to a direct request for a Presidential
meeting for Solzhenitsyn.
Please advise.

f?-

RUSS

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 20, 1975

JACK,
I spoke with Clint Fuller (Executive Assistant in

Jesse Helms' Office) concerning the Solzhenitsyn
matter. Clint agreed to send us a letter, detailing
the purpose, dates, etc. of proposed visit.
1\·~

I advised him that I had already run this by
Brent Scowcroft and that NSC agreed to expedite
action on any request we might pass on.

Just to make sure no feelings were hurt, at my
request, Clint agreed to coordinate this effort with
Victor Fediey in Strom Thurmond's Office.
We need take no action then, until we receive
Helms' letter.

(t
RUSS

3. 1 7

0

RAR:cb
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JESSE HELMS
NORTH CAJIIOLINA

WASHINGITON, D.C. 201110

June 23, 1975

The President
The White House
Washington, D. c.

Dear Mr. President:
In conversations with the White House Staff, we have indicated that

Aleksandr L Solzhenitsyn will arrive in Washington on June 29. Since,
as you know, the United States Senate has unani.lnously voted that Mr.
Solzhenitsyn be proclaimed an honorary citizen of the United States, it
would be fitting that he pay his respects to you during his first visit to
Washington.
Mr. Solzhenitsyn will be making a well-publicized public appearance
on the evening of June 30. We would like to suggest that it would be appropriate for..._him.JQ...lll.C~!. with yo~ sometime S.'Jrip.g the day of June 30,
if your schedule permits. We hope you agree that a meeting with the President of the United States should take precedence before he makes his first
major appearance in our country.
Witlt\'kindest regards and best wishes,

Sincerely,

~~

JESSE HELMS:ls

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20510
01'1'JC:IAL BuSINESS

The President
The White House
Washington, D. C.
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Presidency:
N-7
NEWS
White House Receives Mail in Favor of
Solzhenitsyn Meeting

Secretary of State Kissinger was the advisor who convinced the President not to meet Alexander Solzhenitsyn
fearing such a meeting would damage U.S.-Soviet relations,
Bob Schieffer (CBS) reported.
Ron Nessen said Tuesday that
the White House has received 478 pieces of mail against the
President's action and no mail in favor of the action.
"White House spokesmen who said last week the President
did not have time to see the exiled author have said this
week they only meant the President didn't have time last week
but does have the time now, and would meet him if Solzhenitsyn
decides to do so. So far, Solzhenitsyn has not said what he
will do," Schieffer reported. -- AP, UPI, CBS (7/15/75}
White House Moving on Solzhenitsyn
by Fred Barnes
·
(Excerpted from the Washington Star)
The White House, alarmed by the adverse reaction to
President Ford's refusal to see Russian author Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, is ardently trying to extinguish the political
flap caused by the affair.
In the last four days, the \Vhi te
House has made a special effort publicly and privately to
spread the word that the President is now willing to meet
with the novelist.
So far, no meeting has been arranged, and it remains
to be seen if one will be. But whatever happens, the White
House is eage~"to assuage the critics of the President's
earlier decision against seeing Solzhenitsyn.
If a Ford-Solzhenitsyn meeting does occur, that would
help counter the criticism, and should no meeting come to
pass, the White House is seeking to make the point that Ford
has not snubbed the Russian exile.
Ron Nessen first explained July 1 to reporters that the
President was simply unable to fit Solzhenitsyn into his
schedule, even though he had found the time to meet with soccer
star Pele and various beauty queens. The next day, Nessen
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made a further explanation.
"For image reasons, the President
does like to have some substance in his meetings," he told
newsmen, adding that "it is not clear what he would gain by a
·.meeting with Solzheni tsyn."
Some Presidential aides now concede that they misjudged
the impact of
Ford's refusal to see Solzhenitsyn. They
did not begin to sense the political effect.of the action until
a spate of unfavorable editorials, news stories and cartoons
began to appear. So a way to get the President out of the mess
was sought, and the press conference which Ford was scheduled
to hold on Saturday in Chicago was seized on. Ford, expecting at
least one newsman to ask about Solzhenitsyn, was prepared to
say that he would be pleased to see the novelist if he were
willing to come to the White House. However, no~one asked about
Solzhenitsyn at the press conference, and this ~as disconcerting
to the President and his aides. To rectify the situation, a
White House official called several wire service reporters
aside and leaked them the news that Ford had changed his mind.
But this was seen as insufficient by the White House. Thus,
Nessen announced several hours later on Saturday that Ford would
like to meet with Solzhenitsyn.
But this did not constitute an invitation to Solzhenitsyn,
and Sen. Jesse Helms noted this fact yesterday in a conversation
with an aide. To soothe critics like Helms, an invitation to
the Russian author may be what the White House will have to
offer.
(7/15/75)
·
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Mr. Solzhenitsyn and Detente
(Editorial condensed from the Courier-Journal)
The doubts that have persisted about Mr. Solzhenitsyn's
political philosophy were strengthened by his recent speeches.
On each occasion, the exiled Russian writer lashed out
at Western concepts of detente to lull the West into a false
sense of security.
But when he argues for an aggressive policy toward the
Soviet Union he is treading in dangerous waters.
The slow
work of conciliation and persuasion promises to achieve more
in the long run than striking belligerent postures.
,~

Nevertheless, President Ford's decision not to meet with
the Russian writer during his visit to Washington was illadvised. Mr. Ford could easily have made clear that he was
greeting Mr. Solzhenitsyn as a distinguished Nobel Prizewinner
rather than as a critic of the Soviet Union. In refusing,
he merely lends authority to the writer's political statements.
More importantly, the President's action was itself
contrary to the spirit of detente. For him to feel so constrained, in fact, suggests that there may be some truth in
what Mr. Solzhenitsyn is saying. Bending over backwards in
deference to presumed Soviet susceptibilities, particularly
over so harmless a matter as a White House invitation, is
not what detente is about.
(7/13/75)
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THE WHITE HOUSE
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TO:

DONAlD RUMSFEID
RICHARD CHENEY
JERRY JONES

JN.1ES CONNOR
JAMES LYNN
ROBERTI~

JOHN MARSH
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/
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This letter is a good indication of the domestic political
consequences of the Solzhenitsyn affair be::=ause the man
is so obvious!y a supporter of the President arrl wants so
much to be on his side.
For your infonnation, "UCRA" means University Centers for
Rational Alternatives, Inc., an organization of outstarx:ling
academics all over the country who opposed racial violence
on the carnp.lses in the 60 1 s.

7/25/75
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DR. ALEXANDER

VON

GRAEVENITZ

2064 CHAPE"L. STREET
NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT 06515

July

19, 197.5

Dr, Robert A. Goldwin
Special Consult~t to the President
The Hhite House
Washington,D.C,

Dear Mr, Gold'h"i.n a

I do not goneral.:cy w-rite letters to the \'Jhite House but feel compelled
to do so norr, As one of. the original members of UCRA\~I thought it best
to Address my letter to you,

The President's decision not to receive Aleksandr Solzhenits,yn was illadvised. I do not wish to elaborate on the reasons uhich other critics
lulve stated and vrhich I do think are valid, I also fully accept the notion that tho Presidents acted only on J.·:r, fdssinger's advice,
But there m-e tvro further points to •hich I have to address I!\YSeli'.
As you knoH, there £~re not very m..1.ny defenders of the President in
"academia", I run one of the fen Republicans nt Yale, and have alt.zays
upheld the President's side in the face of often overwhelming hostility.
Although I have not discussed the Solzhonitsyn affair with anyone here,
I feel th..1.t the President • s decision h:J.s sevorly undercut his intellectual
defenders. At this til-:Ie, the arguments th:J.t the intellectual loft is
- blind when it comes to suppression of liberties in Socialist countries
arc invttlid as long as the m·lite House i.t:lplicitly t::~.kes the same stance,
'Jlle second point is the increasing l'Teight th::~.t is given . to 1:r. Kissinger's
opinion in ESI, matters nffecting foreign a.ffa.irs, I think it is foolish t.o
doubt Yx. }~ssinger's co~petence, as it is fnshio~ble right now - a gain,
in acaderrl.c circles. But he is not beyond error; and detente is as sensitive
as freedom is,
Viewed Against the pr~ issue in the Solzhenits,yn case - the snub of
A giftc,'Ci and outspoken \·l'riter who seeks in the West l-:ha.t he could not get
in Russia - my points are trifling. Nevertheloss, I thought them :iJnporta.nt
. enough for the reputation of the President - whom I continue to ndrJirc to write ~bout them. I shall approci;~.te it if they lrere brought to the
President's attention.
Thank you very much,

Sincerely yours,

L11·~ ~ ~ iJ 1 ~{LC~'tL .'" '\ .

Alexander von Gl,"~~enitz ,L. ,D.
Profess or of Laboratory J.·"Cdicin
Ynle University
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 22, 1976

MEMORANDUM TO:

JACK MARSH

FROM:

RUSS ROURKEV

Jack, I returned your call from Vic Fadiay. Fadiay
advises that following a recent Steering Committee
meeting with the President, Jesse Helm~~~and Strom
Thurmond brought up the subject of a possible Solzhenitsyn
visit with the President at the White House.
Fadiay said Thurmond told him that the President indicated
that he "would like to see Solzhenitsyn 11 •
Fadiay now
suggests that he's certain that such a meeting "can be
arranged, but there are conditions attached to it. We
must have an excuse for such a meeting, such as the
granting of citizenship to Solzhenitsyn". Fadiay and
I then had a lengthy conversation on the subject of the
introduction of · a private bill by Thurmond and Helms.
While time is short, Fadiay said that "with proper
signals from the White House, I am confident that we could
get a bill through before the adjournment of Congress ...
· I suggested that such a rapid passage was highly unlikely, and
Fadiay retorted 11 the very introduction of such
legislation could serve as the foundation (or excuse)
for a meeting at the White House between Solzhenitsyn
and the President ...
In response to my direct inquiry, Fadiay stated that
all of the above comments and suggestions reflected Strom
Thurmond's own views and desires.
Fadiay is waiting to hear from the White House.

